Ways WWEX
Makes Life Easier
Freight Shipping Headaches? Get Relief With WWEX.
At Worldwide Express (WWEX), we’re experts on all things freight shipping — including
the most common pain points for small and mid-sized business (SMB) shippers. Read on
to learn how WWEX helps SMBs relieve even the biggest freight shipping headaches.

Pain #1: Rate Checking

Pain #4: Shipment Issues

Manually requesting quotes from multiple carriers
in search of the best rates can easily eat into
your already limited time. By partnering with
WWEX, not only do you get access to great freight
shipping rates, but you can also quickly compare
costs and delivery options from our 65+ carefully
vetted freight partners — all on our easy-to-use
SpeedShip® platform.

While freight shipping issues are sometimes
inevitable, there’s no need to navigate them on
your own. With the help of your dedicated WWEX
operations team, your freight logistics will be handled
by experts in the industry. Whether it’s filing a
shipping claim or tracking down a delayed package,
WWEX is here to help.

Pain #2: Limited Capacity
No one wants to fight to get their freight on the
truck. But in times of limited capacity, delayed
shipments and missed pickups do sometimes
happen. Luckily, due to our longstanding carrier
relationships, WWEX can ensure you have the
best chance of getting your freight picked up
and delivered on time — without costly rate
fluctuations.

Pain #5: Industry Best
Practices
Odds are, you didn’t start your SMB to become a fulltime shipping manager. That’s where WWEX comes
in! We stay up to date on important industry news
and best practices so you don’t have to. We’ll make
sure your shipping logistics are running smoothly and
efficiently, so you can focus on what you do best.

Pain #3: Carrier Invoices
Drowning in carrier invoices? By partnering with
WWEX, you can cut down on shipping invoices
by receiving one consolidated invoice for all your
freight shipments — no matter the carrier. Plus, we
offer a variety of customizable invoice types so you
can get all the information you need (and none that
you don’t).
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Ready to turn your
freight shipping pain
points into proficiencies?
Contact WWEX today to
get started.

